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Text and pictures : Thibault Prugne
october 2019
38 cm x 26 cm, 64 pages
19,90 euros
From 6 year old

A liA little girl goes to spend the summer with her grandfa-
ther; War is raging in the country. And yet, the little girl 
has the best summer of her life. A summer spent lear-
ning to talk to the birds, looking for animals in the clouds, 
with grandpa Léon and Gaspard, his companion.
The little girl looks back as a grown up. Butterflies blin-
king in the sun, the smell of cut grass and the colour of 
poppies.
The wonderful smell of summer holidays is an ode to 
nature, an invitation to look at it and to listen to it – to 
enjoy simple little pleasures. Through this melancholy 
story based on memory, the author also creates a 
contrast between a dark period of history – war – and 
the carefree existence of childhood and nature. Summer 
as a moment suspended in time, a bubble in which eve-
rything is peaceful and beautiful.rything is peaceful and beautiful.
“At that point, I didn’t know if I should blame granddad 
Leo or thank him for making me forget the times we were 
living in”. 

All things considered it's also a love story; the love that 
unites a grandfather and his granddaughter in tender-
ness, modesty and mischief. 



Text : Bernard Villiot
Pictures : Pierre Charentus
October 2019
38 cm x 26 cm, 40 pages
22,90 euros
From 6 years old

SamySamy Bear is different from other children; a bear-like 
being in a world of humans. One day, he knows he will 
be free of the laughter and sarcasm. Samy has been 
working on building his boat for many months, while 
learning to play the banjo. An instrument given to him by 
his dear Mrs. Brown and which has the power to make it 
rain.
“Music“Music will be your friend. It'll drive out your boredom, 
she says.
- Will you teach me ?
- Listen to the rain. It will teach you”.
AlongAlong the way, Samy Bear will make several decisive 
encounters; like the man who dreamed of being a giant. 
One morning, when he woke up, his wish had been 
granted. And the Earth had become so small that he 
visited it in a flash. He had done in a day what normally 
took a whole lifetime.
AnAn initiatory journey, a poetic tale, this story, besides 
challenging difference, tells us about ideals and a utopia. 
Samy Bear’s quest takes us back to our own quests, 
which we often forget as we grow up. This story teaches 
us that no matter what life holds in store for us, we mustn’t 
forget our childhood dreams.



Pïctures : Etienne Friess
Texts : Laurence Kubler
october 2019
38 cm x 26 cm, 64 pages
19,90 euros
From 6 years old

AA princess is held prisoner by a ferocious dragon in a 
dank dungeon in the heart of ... Just a minute ... did you 
say FEROCIOUS? There’s a mistake! Because instead of 
being foolishly terrifying, this dragon spends his days 
playing the harp ... At the end of her tether, the 
unfortunate captive decides one morning to write to the 
knightly Circle of the Round Table to complain about 
howhow badly she is being treated. In response, she 
receives a catalogue of dragons (and other creatures) 
from which to choose a replacement for her creepy 
guardian.
This book takes the form of a catalogue containing 25 
portraits of dragons and other hair-raising creatures. A 
fantastic and quirky universe where you will make 
some very unusual encounters...



Pictures : Etienne Friess
Texts : Laurence Kubler
october 2018
38 cm x 26 cm, 64 pages
19,90 euros
From 6 years old

DoDo you sometimes wonder if the three little pigs feel a 
certain weariness in face of the big bad wolf who is so 
stubborn about following them? Well, imagine they are 
annoyed ! To the point that, one day, they decide to 
write to Mister Perrault in order to express their irritation.
 
InIn response, our three little pigs receive a catalogue of 
wolves so as to choose a replacement for the big bad 
wolf: the hooligan wolf, the clumsy wolf, the express 
wolf, the mini-wolf... There are all types for all 
preferences !
 
ThisThis work takes on the form of a catalogue of wolves 
that groups together 27 portraits of colourful wolves. It 
is a funny and poetic stroll full of allusions to the 
universe of fairytales.

The Big 
Bad 
Catalogue 
of Wolves



Text and pictures : Thibault Prugne
Musics : Jean-Pierre Jolicard
Reading by : François Morel
october 2018
38 cm x 26 cm, 40 pages
19,90 euros
FFrom 6 years old

«In the lapping of waves and the blowing of the wind, 
in the noise of the hammer and the clinking of the boat 
sails, he could hear music»

Album CD with the story told over a musical background 
composed by Jean-Pierre Jolicard.



The Pranks of Cats

Pictures : Benjamin Lacombe
Text : Sébastien Perez
29 x 18 cm, 80 pages
14,90 euros
From 8 years old

A cat... What a mysterious animal it is! Have you ever A cat... What a mysterious animal it is! Have you ever 
wondered what secret thoughts flourish behind its 
spellbinding eyes? What wacky ideas go through its 
head? What wild adventures is it living when you have 
your back turned? Only cats hold the key to these 
mysteries, however here you have fifteen imagined 
stories about mischevious cats to give you a glimpse 
into their wild world.into their wild world.

More than 30,000 
copies sold !



Pictures : Pépin
Text : Fleurette
18,3 cm x 22 cm
14,90 euros
From 3 years old

LiLittle captains navigate on the ocean of emotions: Joy, Sad-
ness, Surprise, Anger, Fear and Disgust. And there's no rest ! 
In the company of these six captains, the child will set out 
on a discovery of emotions. He or she will learn to identify 
them in a playful and interactive way, to understand them 
better and to manage them in everyday life.
 
 
Why a book about emotions?
 
EEmotions are a leading theme in literature for youth. Very po-
pular among independants as well as professionals of early 
childhood, books with this theme meet with great success. 
We can notably cite The Colour of Emotions (Ed. Quatre Fleu-
ves), which to this day is the only object book dealing with 
this theme.
That's why we've chosen to create an object book. The 
Ocean of Emotions allows the child to discover emotions, 
personified under the traits of six colourful little characters. 
The game brings a playful dimension to the learning of 
emotions.

Ocean of Emotions allows the child to dis-
cover emotions.

The game brings a playful dimension 
to the learning of emotions.

A flap allows to apply the emotion on the child's face.



Pictures : Eric Puybaret
Text : Anne-Fleur Drillon
38 x 27 cm, 40 pages
19,90 euros
From 5 years old

AnatoleAnatole spends his time drawing flying machines on the 
white pages of his school notebooks, under the 
much-amused eyes of the swallow Mireille, the boy's bird. 
One evening, an old man moves into the house next door. 
Intrigued and a bit frightened, the little boy observes this 
strange man walking among the odds and ends that he 
has piled up in his garden. Until the day when, unable to 
calmcalm his curiosity, he goes to explore these fabulous 
treasures. The boy unearthes all that's needed to build the 
machine of the century! At the wheel of his flying race car, 
Anatole pedals like mad when suddenly, he appears.
That is, a friend named Léon, who will become the 
accomplice of the little boy and accompany him on the 
pursuit of his dream.



Pictures : Eric Puybaret
Text : Eric Puybaret
October 2016
34,5 x 24,5cm, 40 pages
16,90 euros
From 6 years old

AA captain, having arrived to the end of his journey, tells 
his story... The sea is his life! He has sailed so many 
ships! When he was simply a sailor, he worked on many 
boats, each one more fabulous then the others... just like 
their captains! Fat ones, frail ones, restless ones, quiet 
ones... all of them different but carried by the same 
dream: to find the most fabulous boat of all!

"My"My boat is marvelous, but I dream of a ship a thousand 
times more beautiful and I know it exists. It is out there 
somewhere, hooked to a reef, and there, life is sweet and 
they sing night and day".

The Fabulous Ship 
of Captain Squid



Pictures : Patrick Prugne
Text : Fenimore Cooper
24cm x 32cm, 194 pages
25 euros
From 12 years old

TheThe Last of the Mohicans is the landmark work for anyone interested in 
the period of American history known as the French and Indian War – the 
battle between the French and the English in the 18th century for posses-
sion of the North American territories. This novel, which left an indelible 
imprint on the mind of Patrick Prugne as a child, continues to strike a spe-
cial chord with him. For several years now, he has been plotting to illus-
trate it. Who better to capture the atmosphere of the vast untamed North 
American wilderness? Prugne’s work is well-known and admired, and 
his breathtaking watercolors will sweep readers along on a journey to 
these distant lands. Approximately twenty color illustrations as well as 
sixty drawings in color and B&W can be found throughout this book, 
which features an abridged version of James Fenimore Cooper’s original 
text, as edited by author Vanina Noël especially for this edition.
It is important to bear in mind that the original novel was written as a 
monthly serial in the early 19th century. All these individual episodes 
were later assembled to form the novel as we know it.
This edition will enjoy a deluxe large-scale format, the same size as Pa-
trick Prugne’s most recent graphic novels, with a staggering page count 
194 pages! Special care has been lavished on the finishing touches: 
cloth spine and handsome paper.

THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS



Author : Patrick Prugne
32 x 24 cm, 80 pages
16,90 euros
From 10 years old and for adults

““You wanted to be a painter like everybody and you 
became a cartoonist like no-one. The street belongs to 
you, Poulbot. Keep on as the spokesman of these poor 
kids.”
WithWith Poulbots, the author changes universes and stages 
the everyday life of a group of kids over the background 
of old Paris, with characters and emblematic places of 
pre-war Montmartre.

(or the boys of 
Montmartre)

More than 10,000 
copies sold in France.



This evening, Clotaire is happy: it's Christmas; his very first Christmas! It promises to be spectacu-
lar! He hadn't been counting on François, his friend the pigeon, who embarks Clotaire on a mission 
of the highest importance: to find his shorts that have mysteriously disappeared!
This search will lead them into a big store specialized in shorts and hazelnuts, but also to the heart 
of the sewers, into the den of the Disgusting Rats and onto the rooves of Paris. On the way, they will 
cross pathes with colourful characters: Sir MacIntoch, a dandy rat, his crocodile, Emmy, who 
brushes his teeth three times a day, an astigmatic cat... There will be no lack of suspense and thril-
ling adventures for our two heroes in search of the lost shorts!

La famille de Clotaire, hamster super-héros, passe ses vacances au bord de la mer. 
Un matin, Clotaire décide de s’aventurer sur la plage en slip de bain à rayures vertes. 
Mauvaise idée ! Le hamster est capturé par des bernard-l’ermite persuadés d’avoir affaire à un 
concombre de mer... et bien décidés à le livrer aux Vilaines Mouettes Super Méchantes, qui en sont 
friandes !
DansDans cette aventure, Clotaire croisera la route d’un trio de pélicans foufous, d’un hamster surfeur et 
de tout un tas de créatures à poils, à plumes ou à coquilles plus déjantées les unes que les autres.

Pictures : Etienne Friess
Text : Anne-Fleur Drillon
22cm x 16cm, 64 pages
9,90 euros
From 6 years old

Clotaire, the one-and-only super hero hamster in underwear, returns in 
new and even more thrilling adventures ! After having demolished The 
Disgusting Rats in volume 1, defeated The Foul Voracious Seagulls in 
volume 2, Clotaire takes on an impressive enemy: the yeti ! Clotaire and 
his friend François decide to recruit an inventer of gadgets in their little 
troupe of super heroes. Some responses to their ad reach them, but no-
thing too cheering...
Until the letter of Phil the Shrew, inventor of the mice reduction system, 
of the ionic propulsion jet-pack for not-too-heavy rodents and of the 
oxide telescopic arm of a titan. The ideal candidate ! 
Clotaire and François leave to make a visit to the shrew. When they 
arrive to their destination, horror and pickles ! The inventor's house has 
been crushed ! A few meters away from the rubble: an enormous foot-
print.
Our two buddies launch into a search for the inventor. On their quest, 
they will be helped by the Club of Admirers of the Yeti as well as Bar-

Clotaire and his underwear
believe they've seen a big yeti !

(and don't try to get too smart)

Clotaire and his underwear
have a Lame Christmas !

Clotaire and his underwear
believe they've seen a big yeti !

(and don't try to get too smart)



pictures : Etienne Friess
Text : Anne-Fleur Drillon
38 x 27 cm, 64 pages
19,90 euros
From 6 years old

On a liOn a little island nested in the heart of the ocean, you 
will find the notebook of a slightly eccentric scientist. He 
has launched himself into a crazy adventure: to recreate 
birds in a world where they no longer exist. These me-
chanical birds possess the characteristics of real ones, 
however, there are a few surprises in store... Hold on to 
your seat!

Here Lie All the Birds



Pictures : Etienne Friess
Text : Sébastien Perez
36 x 25 cm, 40 pages
19,90 euros
From 6 years old
40 pages + 1 poster 

ShortShortly after his birth, the family orchestra disbanded. 
What's more, ties had been cut, and Félicien couldn't 
really understand why. “Why do we never see anyone 
in the family anymore?”, the boy would ask each time 
his birthday arrived and at every Christmas.
To which he was told that it wasn't his business to 
know.
However today, all of that will change!However today, all of that will change!



Pictures: Alexandre Day
Text : Pog
38 x 27 cm, 40 pages
19,90 euros
From 6 years old

InIn a small house in the depths of the woods, among an 
enchanted world, two old men have tormented hearts: 
they have never been able to have children. One day, 
they make little snow puppets. Magically, one of them 
comes to life. Blanche is born in everlasting happiness. 
She fulfills her parents wishes, however somewhere out 
there, danger lies waiting.
Meanwhile, springtime begins to smile upon the land...Meanwhile, springtime begins to smile upon the land...



Pictures : Clément Lefèvre
Text : Anne-Fleur Drillon
22 x 16 cm, 32 pages
9,90 euros
From 6 years old

ThisThis series of books is dedicated to imaginary creatures that defy 
reality! Each book presents a particular Tetrok: its origins, eating habits, 
behaviour... With the free application, downloadable on classics stores, 
you will be able to animate the images by filming them, capture your 
Tetrok, raise it and accompany it in your adventures. Collect food and 
objects in the book, take on wild Tetroks that will help you and your 
Tetrok to evolve while winning plenty of trophies!

ADOPTE UN



Text and pictures : Pierre Charentus
15 cm x 21cm, 208 pages
12,90 euros
From 10 years old

So you'So you're wondering what Miranda the camel and 
Jean-Michel the goose could tell one other when they 
cross pathes? Have you always dreamed of witnes-
sing the meeting between Zoro and a guy dressed up 
as the Mont-Blanc mountain?
Then this book is for you !
Existential discussions or questioning about vegetable 
pâté, little worries, slices of life or epic adventures... 
Pierre Charentus delivers us a nugget of humour and 
poetry. He brings us into an off-the-wall universe, 
tinged with absurdity and sensitivity



Illustrations : collectif
Textes : Georges Brassens
Septembre 2012
24 cm x 18 cm, 80 pages
18 euros
Recueil de chansons illustrées

GaGare au gorille !
AAujourd’hui dans la jungle, il se meurt d’amour pour son 
magistrat. Le rafiot des vieux copains résiste encore aux 
caprices du temps et les amoureux ont déserté leur 
banc public pour celui du jardin. Le chêne a presque 
cent ans et le parapluie est vénéré, ayant abrité, un jour, 
un petit coin de paradis. Dans cet ouvrage collectif, les 
personnages de Georges Brassens font encore parler 
d’eux.d’eux. A travers les chansons originales de l’artiste in-
terprétées par quatorze illustrateurs, découvrez ce que 
Jeanne, le gorille et bien d’autres sont devenus depuis 
que leur créateur a cassé sa pipe.

Illustrations : collectif
Textes : Jacques Brel
Avril 2013
24 cm x 18 cm, 80 pages
18 euros
Recueil de chansons illustrées

TTout au long de sa carrière, Brel a dressé une galerie de por-
traits pittoresques qui ont laissé leur empreinte dans la mé-
moire collective, et dont chacun conserve une image plus ou 
moins personnelle. Les illustrateurs de cet ouvrage se sont 
attelés à la délicate tâche de mettre en couleurs la vision 
particulière qu'ils ont de l'univers du Grand Jacques.

Chacun à sa façon, ils vous invitent à pousser les portes de 
ce grand théâtre de la vie que constitue le répertoire de Jac-
ques Brel, un des plus riches de la chanson francophone.



Created in 2012, Margot Editions has only one 
watchword: make beautiful books!
Carefully crafted objects, with refined finishing touches 

and page layouts that highlight the illustrations. Indeed that's 
why we've turned to children's books, a creative and 
enchanting domain.
In 2014, a collection of comics came to be, on the wings of 
this same wish: to tell stories, beautiful stories, in words and 
images.

Welcome to the world of Margot!

C


